EVENT: MIH Cohort Meeting (End of the Semester Wrap-Up - Extended Invitation)
DATE: 12-12-2014
LOCATION: MS 3/4
TIME: 12:00 – 2:00 p.m.

TOPICS:
Opening words from President Janet Fulks
• 80% of students stayed in program at the end of the fall semester
• Biggest issue that students faced was financial aid
• MIH program is the proud recipient of the Exemplary Award
• BC is moving toward CCCApply
  o Students receive their own identification number for tracking at all participating colleges across California
  o Students will have more control of changes to their own major
• DegreeWorks to launch in January 2015
• BC setting the standards for Multiple Measures for the state of California
  o Tests predict how well a student will perform on tests but not in a class; grades predict how successful in class

Habits of Mind (HOM) data presented by Erin Miller
• Erin steps down as campus lead for (HOM) at the end of the fall semester
• Rebecca Monks steps up as MIH Interventionist lead for the spring 2015 semester
• ILO measured different students at different levels (different courses levels; Academic development - college level)
• Survey results
  o Jump in student completing their comprehensive student education plan (cSEP) form 23-65% in fall 2014
  o Most useful tools to the students were:
    ▪ Gmail, weekly schedules, semester planning schedule, Cornell notes and Test prep
  o Least useful tools to the students were:
    ▪ HOM app and HOM videos
  o Majority of the students agree that a course should be required that helps them to navigate their freshman year at BC

Supplemental Instruction (SI) presented by Eileen Pierce
• Supplemental instruction can be used to promote student success
• Training occurs on January 16\textsuperscript{th} from 10 a.m. – 3 p.m. in L-147
• Idea of scaling up SI to include other disciplines outside of Basic skills

SARS update presented by Grace Commiso
• Now called Student Success Intervention
• Results of fall 2014 pilot
  o 521 alerts created
    ▪ 234 closed
    ▪ 178 students were dropped (teacher/individual)
    ▪ 59 Instructor utilized system
    ▪ 69 students utilized the services referred to them
  o Changes need to be done to help close the loops and the alerts
• Still some kinks that need to worked out

Other Things Mentioned Not Listed on Agenda presented by Janet Fulks
• Needs to be a change to the protocol of survey administration; not efficient in terms of students being able to access it on their phone or other electronic device
• Whole Class Intervention (CLASSroom Intervention)
  o This semester saw a course where almost the entire class was failing
  o Students were discouraged about changes in the syllabus and assignments
• Possibly adding CLASS room Intervention to MIH activities in the future?
  o Class observations?